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How to Win Out
In Society In Business
In these days ever increasing refinement, people

demand more and more that the complexions those
about them look healthy and attractive.

Those who look good have the best chance to make
good in society or business. promoting good
looks there's no face cream that equals Pompeian.
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fine complexion takes place of un-
attractive cloudy skin. Pompeian rubs and rubs
out cleanses the pores of deadly dust and which
clog and harm. This cleansing banishes cloudy skin.

healthy athletic glow overcomes sallow skin.
Pompeian rubs and rubs out blood veins
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Pompeian Cream. under

the gentle invigorating
friction so peculiar
to Pompeian. This
means new life to a
"dead" sallow skin.

The faithful use of
Pompeian keeps faces
youthful and delays the
coming of homely sag-
ging muscles.

'TWO BEGGARS." by Howard Chandler Christy
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clear Confidence brings success in business and society , and to be
happy and confident in your good looks use Pompeian.
Pompeian is the only cream with a national reputa
tion which affords all of the above
Pompeian of any dealer, 50c, 75c
and $1, but remember to shun all
cheaply-mad- e imitations.
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Both Fisher
and Christy

pictures with Trial Jar
The trial jar will prbvc the merits and benefits

of Pompeian, The pictures are 9'4 x I2jj inches.
The Fisher is in colors. The Christy is black and
white. The pictures would cost you 50c to $1.00
apiece at any art store, but both are sent free
with the trial jar, for which you send 10c; stamps
accepted, coin preferred. Clip the coupon now.

The Pompeian Mfu. Co., 175 Prospect St., Cleveland, O.

fine benefits. Get


